2019 Annual Appeal Donor Recognition List

Cub Philanthropist
Kay and Thomas Lozick

Cub Sustainer
Betsy and Newton Thomas '62

Lighthouse Cub
Mischa Skyring '97 and Michael Breard
Gina and Spencer Calahan
Erin and Bobby Easton
Elizabeth Bollinger '00 and Stephen Kogos
Joshua Langlois '99
Stephanie Mills and Andrew McWhorter
Julie and Leonard Nachman*, Randall Nachman '94,
Lauren Nachman Ritchey '94, and Catherine Nachman Thigpen '97
Kelly Sills '92

Golden Cub
Kimberly and Thomas Aldrich '86
Leighann and Chad Biggio
Jessica and Andre Bruni
Rebekah and Daniel Buco
Charlotte and Sandy Ewing*
Carrie and Tim Fox
Anita and Brian Gouri
Cate and Ted Heroman *
Ann and Al Jolissaint *
Lynn Sartain '69 and Len Kilgore '69
Susan and Richard Lipsey '57 *
Robert Pettit *
Rachel Holmes '95 and Brad Saia '97
Laurie and Hank Saurage
Holly and Charles Sides '89
Susan and Ronnie Smith *

Foundation Cub
Laurie Lipsey '85 and Mark Aronson
Cheri and Verge Ausberry
Kevin Bankston '82
Diane and Jim Bollinger '63
Foundation Cub
Jennifer and Rhett Butler
Kasey and Sean Cangelosi
Courtney Schupp and Tim Carruthers
Katie and Scotty Chabert, Jr.
Christina and Kevin Chamberlain
Candice and Corey Cheeks
Melinda Collins and Rip Collins ’72
Francisca Martinez ’04 and Rudy Comeaux
Brooke and Patrick Coogan
Janet and Greg Cook
James and Kristen Crane
Kimberly and Brian Daugherty
Annette and Jason Droddy
Kim and John Dupont III
Gwen and John Engquist ’97
Marty McDowell ’73 and John Engquist *
Rene and Bill Firesheets *
Cathy and Edmund Giering IV
Kim and Stuart Gilly ’98
Katie and Mark Goodson
Ashley and Todd Grand ’96
Aleisha and Hank Gravois
Jan and Gene Groves *, Amy Groves
Lowe ’88, Susannah Groves Kellar ’94, and Will Groves ’96
Emily and Thomas Guidroz
Lindsey Kobetz ’01 and Drew Hall ’01
Lindsey and Michael Harvey
Leigh and Matthew Heine
Julie and Matt Heinz
Leigh and Mark Hermann
Susie and Buzzy Heroman *
Debbie and Rickey Heroman
Teddi and Tommy Hessburg
Ava and Carick Howard
Fatnie Alexander ’56 and H. E. Johnston
Kelli and Johnny Jones
Stephen Jones ’71
Kimberly and Jimmy Joubert
Daniela and Seth Kaplan
Christine Sciacchetano ’87 and Patrick Keenan
Erin and Parker Kilgore ’95
Shannon and Sean Kirkpatrick
Andi and Shane Kirkpatrick
Tiffany and Peter Kopfinger
Candace and Sinclair Kouns
Katherine Mathews ’99 and Jeremy Landry
PJ and Brian LeJeune
Misty and Beau Lowery
Rhonda and Shawn Loy
Jan and John Madison Jr. *
Meredith and Jake Manship ’01
Elissa and Charles McKenzie ’82
Molly McVea ’57 and Shelby McKenzie ’57
Susan and Price McNamara
Kim and Vaughn Meiners ’93
Valerie and Vaughn Meiners
Emily Morton ’04 and Marcus Melancon
Amy and Jude Melville
Carol and Roland Miller
Betsy Morton ’99
Jane and Jeff Morton ’96
Ashley and David Mullens
Mary and Michael Mozingo
Courtney and Todd Newbill
Nhung and Si Nguyen
Virginia Bailey ’65 and John Noland Sr.
Carrie and Eric Oberlander
Linda and Buddy Ohmstede *
Kim and Chris Peters ’01
Mary Lorio ’71 and Stanley Peters Jr. ’71
Conway Weems ’90 and Robert Pettit
Beth and Robert Phillips ’57 *
Tracey and Wade Randolph
Kim and Henry Reed
Cynthia and James Rieger
Lauren and Sean Ritchey
India Byrd ’97 and Trent Rives ’98
Monica and Kyle Robichaux
Carmen and Ben Ross
Robin and Darryl Rousselle
Jeffry Sanford
Whitney Vann and Robert Schneckenburger
Mila and George Sexton
Gina and Keith Short
Pam and Ken Sills *
Brian Small
Foundation Cub
Jennifer and Freddy Smith
Linda and John Spain *
Yolonda and Wilbert Spooner
Amanda and James Talbot
Corry and Nathaniel Tannehill
Elizabeth "Boo" Thomas *
John Thomas '59 *
Ely and Ted Thurmond
Robin and Chad Toups
Ashley and Brennan Uter
Rebecca Struthers '02 and Nicholas Valluzzo
Leanne and Timothy Venable
Jill and Paul Walker
Amanda Spain Wells '96
Alyson and Kirk Wharton
Sara Exner '00 and Cullen Whittaker
Ashley and Aaron Williams
Catherine Hall '02 and Blane Wilson
Jennifer and Chuck Winstead

Cub Benefactor
Carol and Brandon Abadie
Eileen and Mike Adkins *
Gina and Judson Banks
Jennifer and Wade Baumgartner
Grace and VJ Bella
Caroline and Gary Black
Melissa and Andrew Blanchfield
Kate and Andy Blumberg '98
Jon and Barry Blumberg *
Valerie and Dennis Blunt
Claire and Barry Bohn *
Emily Olinde '99 and Brad Boudreaux
Fran Smith '72 and Cliff Brown '71
Beverly Gladney and Neil Buckingham *
Keith Bunch '91
Karen and Allen Byrd *
Winnie Byrd
Kelsie Humphrey '11 and Michael Cangelosi
Belinda and Stephen Cangelosi
Shelly and Bradley Caro
Sandra and Jeffrey Cashe
Christie and Ryan Chapman
Jenny and Brian Cohn
Brittany Canfield and Jay Comeaux
Sarah Anne Munson '71 and Kipp Creed '70
Allison and Forest Crump
Ginger and Paul Dammers
Fatima and Charles Daspit
Teresa and Brenton Day
Lyla and Darcy DeBlieux
Claire and Corey Dinkel
Alicia Graves
Nicole Keller '87 and Walter Green
Gary Haindel
Charisse and Brian Hanchey
Chelsea and Chris Haschek
Jennifer and Wes Hataway
Chasity and Seth Haskew
Adria Ledoux '96 and Ben Heroman '96
Lindley and Hunter Hines '95
Lindsey and Benjamin Hunter
Erica and Terral Jackson
Christy and Brad Jewell
Supriya and Bobby Jindal
Raina DiGiulio '89 and Michael Johnson
Elizabeth and Todd Johnson '84
Amy and Johnny Joubert
Jeanine and Brad Kahn
Sarah and Aaron Keating
Amber and Carey King
Carolyn and Ray Kothe *
Cub Benefactor

Melanie and Christian Ladner
Allison and Manard Lagasse
Louis Laiche
Kimberly and John Landry
Dodi and Justin Langlois ’99
Ashley Smart ’85 and Court Lawson, Sr.
Jill and Michael LeBlanc
Mimi Singer and Matthew Lee
Katie and Kevin Leonards
Heather and Rob Liles
Libby and Lile Lindsey
Carol and Jay Little *
Amy Groves ’88 and David Lowe
Jessica and Randy Maranto
Jessica and Spencer Marks
Suzette and Lawrence Martin
Gwen McCalip *
Tiffany and Charles McCauley
Jeanne McCollister ’97 and Ryan McNeil
Amy and Bowen McRae
Meredith and Jeffrey Metzger
Jerry Lynn Perrine ’59 and Jeff Mills *
Chanler and Major Mittendorf ’89
Cynthia and Dick Morris ’53 *
Kasey and Britt Murrill ’87
Nancy and Paul Murrill * (Murrill Family Fund)
Carol Ann and Adrian Nadeau
Holland and Breaux Nader ’91
Lynn and Lee Nettles ’59 *
Heike and Wayne Newhauser
Zora and Bob Olsson*
Chrissie Clark ’81 and Don Olsson
Rebecca and Van Parker
Marina and Bryan Pereira
Cheryl Braud ’81 and Paul Perkowski
Kristi Andermann and Jason Phillips
Lauren and Ron Phillips *

Jennifer and George Popov
Jamie and Philippe Pucheu
Susan and Thomas Quaid
Matthew Rachleff
Ginger and Francis Robichaux
Pamela and Robert Ross*
Phoebe and Michael Rouse *
Vicky and Devin Roy
Richela and Rhett Roy
Jennifer Lanier Ruggiero ’04
Elizabeth and Frank Rusciano
Bettye and Joe Salter *
Danielle and Jamey Satawa
Amber and Robert Savant
Erin May ’88 and Kyle Schwab ’88
Whitney and Wil Seal
Mandy and Kevin Shipp
Inderjit Barphagha and Raj Sing
Trisha and Colin Smith
Michelle and Stewart Spielman
Casey and Joseph Sullivan
Gunjan Raina and Vasudev Tati
Anne and Andrew Thomas ’93
Marty and Henry Thornton *
Gia and Christopher Tyson ’93
Jerri and Clayton Underwood *
April and Jason Ussery
Cinda and Ray Vanmerrienboer
Renee and Mitch Verma
Susan Bankston ’80 and David Voss
Virginia and David Walker ’66
Tiffany and Benton Wall
Beth and Bill Warren
Cornelia and William Weldon ’54 *
Amy and Scott Westbrook
Kelly Heroman ’97 and John Wood
Mary and Brandon Woods
Stephanie and Mike Worthy

Cub Partner

Tracie and Reginald Abraham
Francisca and Stephen Adjei
Lauri and Terry Alario
Lindsey and Kenneth Aldridge
Jill McDonald ’95 and Jason Ayres ’96

Steven Babcock
Lauren and Lionel Bailey
James Baker *
Cub Partner
Anna and Wendell Barnett
Shannon and Felder Beacham
Sarah Collins ’02 and Daniel Bennett
Barbara and Neal Berthelot *
Lara and Jason Bettencourt
Michelle Belda
Cristina Sabliov and Dorin Boldor
Anna Hegwood ’97 and Jim Bollinger ’97
Laurie and Blaise Bourgeois
Judy and Bert Boyce *
Jessica and Bernie Braun
Nan Harman ’78 and Roger Brinson
Ashley and Frank Brost IV
Myra and Burke Broussard
Carole Brown
Debi and Jeff Brown
Louise Slack ’71 and Michael Bruce
Heather and Andy Bush
Melissa and Bill Bush
Kelli and Pete Bush
Catherine and Dennis Butler
Brittany and Joe Carvalhido
Olga and Jorge Chinchilla
Laura and Michael Choate
Cathy and Mike Christensen
Catherine Collins
Susan Calvin *
Stephanie and John Crawford ’85
Kim and Jon Crawford
Annadine and James Credeur *
Kelli and Charles Dawson
Natalie and Christopher DeAgano
Leslie Decoteau ’13
Stephanie Decoteau
Katharine and Howard Dobson
Johnathan Duncan
Courtney and Ryan Edwards
Shannan and John Everett ’87
Sam and Brian Fiscaro
Elizabeth and John Fitzgerald
Shirley and John Flake
David Fluker
Holly and Nikolaus Foret
Grace Chen and John Fu
Mary Glen and Marshall Gammon ’90
Hillary and Eric Garner
Jamie and Nicholas Gaspard
Wendy and Rowdy Gaudet
Anne and Ed Giering *
Jacqueline Bach and Victor Gischler
Mary and Will Gladney
Katherine Creed ’02 and Brooks Gold
David Grand ’97
A.C. and Leslie Grand *
Reyna Grand
Jayme Looper and Eric Granrud
Leigh and Jason Greene
Shannon and Victor Gregoire
Tillie and Mike Groves *
Heike Muenzberg-Gruening and Uwe Gruening
Alexandra and Kristopher Grunewald ’01
Karah and Kasey Guillory
Lindsay and T.J. Guillot
Heather and Bradley Harris
Felicia and David Harris ’89
M. E. and Bryan Hart
Mary and Mike Hart *
Jimmie Hays *
Brandie and Brandon Henry
Allyson Hicks ’92
Linda Holmes *
Jessica and Samuel James
Brooke and Tanner Johnson
Tara Grace and Chris Jones ’02
Dana and Jamie Jones
Ryn Rutledge ’90 and John Jones
Serena and Kirk Jones ’67
Sharee and Trey Jones
Jill and Mike Kantrow ’62 *
Wendy and Gary Keyser ’61
Ashley Ward ’73 and Loren Kleinpeter
Rebecca and Micky Knighten
Rachel and Brandon Kojis
Anela and Edin Krivic
Vicki and James Krupala
Melissa and Brian Landry
Trichia and Josh Landry ’96
Elecia and Derrek Lathon
Kerr and Nicholas Lea
Angela and Gary Leonards
Kimberly and Josh LeSage
Cub Partner
Sarah and Mike Lloyd
Lisa Anne and Gene Luther
Tracey and Dennis MacGown *
Clacy and Scott Madison
Nikki and Todd Manuel
Amy and Chase McCaIip
Maggie and Jamal McCann
Kelley and Trent McCarthy
Melanie and Jim McCarrt* 
Anne and James McElveen *
Mimi DeBessonet McIntosh '02
Amanda and Tim Messa
Robin and Jason Michiels
Monica and Dorel Moldovan
Jessica and Todd Monroe
Kristen Montgomery '01
Jennifer and Ryan Moon
Mallory and David Morgan 
Sonya and Jason Morris
Ashley Motsinger
Sarah and Patrick Mulhearn
Ginny Mumfrey
Kristen and John Murphy
Melissa and Hien Nguyen
Pamela and Richard Nicolle *
Allison Ohmstedt
Shelly and Gustavo Ortiz
Jill and Jeremy Palmer
Holly and Matthew Picou
Jill Roby '96 and Chris Pike
Susan and Charles Ray Pourciau *
Tiffany and Jacque Pucheu
Amanda and Evan Raymond
Maggie and John Richardson
Rhonda and Fred Robillard*
Joel Robinson
Patricia and Alfred Rodrigue*
Joey and Cathy Rosenfeld
Beth and Kristopher Ruebsamen
Elahe and Andrew Russell
Elizabeth Harbour '96 and Tracy
Rutledge '95
Cynthia Landry '94 and Shane Sandefer
Mary and Scott Saporito
Gretchen and Timothy Screen '02
April and Martin Setliff '00
Kristy and Dillon Shearer
Nancy and Roch Shearer *
Cathy Sherburn*
Melissa and Bart Shirley
Bridget and Johnny Shoptaugh '76
Wendy and Claude Simoneaux
Mary Margaret and Wyn Singer
Vi and Ryan Skavron
Danielle and Bill Smith
Tina and Thomas Smith
Linda and Wade Smith
Cindy and Perry Snyder *
Mary Michael Lloyd '04 and Bowman
Staples
Jolen and Gary Stein
Amy and Robert Stewart
Ann Bowlus '71 and Steve Storey
Alycee and Ryan Sunstrom
Sandra and Jim Tenney *
Victoria and Scott Terry
Shannon and Kirk Thibodeaux
Charlene and Daniel Thompson
Kimberly and Paul Toups
Tammi and Greg Town '05
Rebecca and Greg Trahan
Sandra and Doug Traylor
Belinda Cambre and Jarrow Van
Hoogstraten
Kelly Hutson '87 and Kyle Viator
Alicia and Randy Vick '85
Danielle and Andrew Vignes
Errin and Matthew Viguerie
Lindsay and Gregory Waddell
Marilyn Celeste and Bret Waguespack
Colleen and Stephen Waguespack
Candace and Stephen Walker '75
Erin and Kevin Way
Lynn and Trae Welch 
Mary Ann and John White
Brandy and Marcus Williams
Katie and Trey Williams
Peggy Wooley
Sarah and Richard Wylie
Yaming Shao and George Xue
Kristy and Jason Zeringue
Li Li and Yimin Zhu
Century Cub

Shannon and Christopher Abney
Rebecca Mathews ’93 and Marc Acosta
Emelie and Joe Alton
Ashley Applegate
Brittany and Brandon Arceneaux
Devyani Kar and Plamen Arnaudov
Melody and Ky Aryana
Melissa and Nick Aucoin
Elisabeth Burks ’81 and Michael Austin
Martha Avegno
Suzette and Kenneth Bahlinger
Amy and Bradford Banta ’89
Shirley and Jason Barnes
Cal and Adam Barrett
Caroline Sexton ’08 and Michael Batsche
Pamela and Stanley Baudin
Tara and Emmanuel Bazille
Rebecca and Jacob Behmes
Amanda and Scott Benson
Jennifer Bevill
Edna and Butch Billings*
Danielle and Brian Blackwood
Carolyn and Edward Blackwood *
Michelle and Brad Blanchard
Laurie and Michael Blandino
Theresa and William Blount
Mittie and Michael Bolton
Sara and Kevin Bongiorni
Nichole Bickham ’02 and Matt Bonilla
Jamie and Clay Bourg
Megan Bourgeois
Katie Patterson ’05 and Rodney Boyd
Beth and James Bradshaw *
Niki Manning and Chris Brandi
Vickie Braud
Michelle and Willis Brewer
Brian Brown
Sandra and Charles Brown
Carri and Craig Brown
Becky Beeson ’80 and David Brown
Kiara Brown
LaVerne Brown *
Collete Brown ’85 and Anthony Bruce
Tiffanie and Robb Brumfield
Hope and Bradburn Buras
Laurel and Lance Burgos
Emily and Kevin Michael Burke
Panay and Jimmy Burland
Kelley Heroman ’00 and John Buzzell
Virginia Hutchison ’93 and Doug Cain
Jill and Jeffrey Calloway
Jessica and Mark Canning
Eleanor Canon
Kim and Don Carr
Lillian and Carl Carver
Mary Oliphint ’73 and Victor Casad
Elizabeth and David Castro
Jennifer and Heman Catoir *
Kathryn and Timothy Chalas
Virginia Stokes and James Choate Jr.
Jane and Mickey Christensen*
Christen and Jeremy Clark
Kirsten and Corey Clebert
Peggy and Charles Coates ’53
Micki and Ken Collins
Jessica and Sean Connor
Ann Barrow ’75 and Grant Conway
Sandra and Mark Cooper
Amy and Don Coppola
Arlene and Paul Coreil *
Kelly and Joseph Cormier
Mona and Dan Cotton*
Christina and Christopher Courtney
Charles Couvillion
Tiffany Creel
Marie and Paul Crespo
Kathy and Chuck Croft*
Barbara Crutchfield
Nancy Lord ’80 and Sam Cuccio
Catherine Cummins
Rachel and Peter Daigle
Cheré and Rusty Daigle
Jill Daniel
Ellen and Scott Daugherty
Stacie and Roger Davis
William Davis
Frankie and Don Paul Day
Stephanie De La Cruz
Dawn Burton and Zachary Derouen
Century Cub
Daphne and Alvin Donaldson
Mary Catherine and Jason Dore
Deborah Dornier
Brindly and David Downs
Adele and William Dufrene
Erin Kelley '65 and John DuPont Jr.*
Linda Easton*
Merrill Faye Hines '61 and Bridger Eglin '61
Lauren and Connor Eglin
Margo Eglin '69
Jennie Kluse and Bret Elderd
Allie and Ian Elkins
Tamara and Ryan Empson
Lori and Claudie Fanning
Dotty West '54 and Robert Farwell
Debbie and Dave Fazekas*
Beth and Blaine Fields '92
Kim and Mike Fleming
Emily Fontenette
Trisha Fos
Jewel and Beau Fourrier
Mandy and Drew Fourrier
Margaret Fowler '93
Ashley and Adam Foy
Shini and Joseph Francis
Yvette and Bill Franques
Kathryn and William Friday *
Aimée Frierson
Christy and John Frierson *
Trent Frierson
Allison and James Froelich
Brandie and Ben Fromenthal
Kristen and Dean Fryday
Lynette Gammel
Steve George '60 *
Lyndi and David Geyer
Liz and Pendery Gibbens '50
Leigh Gilly
Ellen Pressburg Gilmore '66
Mary and Louis Girlinghouse Jr.
Rebecca Cronin and Donald Glynn
Rebecca and Benjamin Goodner
Mary Lou and Mike Goodson *
James Goodwin *
Melissa and Chad Grand '95
Carissa and Garret Graves
Cynthia and John Graves *
Kristen and Craig Greene
Amanda and Blake Gremillion
Patrice and Louis Gremillion
Louis Gremillion Jr. '14
Kristy and Morgan Gremillion
Susan Gremillion
Zachary Gremillion '18
Jessica and Andre Guilott
Judy Guillot
Jennifer and Michael Guillot
Margo and Philip Guilott *
Zviad Guruli
Corinne and Larry Gussman *
Mignonne White '81 and Bart Gutierrez
Mya and Michael Gutweiler
Lauren and William Haddox
Lennie Hanchey *
Shannon and Arthur Hannaman
Abigail Hardy '06
Lacey and Craig Harrington
Scott Harris
Lane Cotton Winn and Ben Hartman
Ly Vu and Toan Hau
Gail Russell Hawkes '68
Peter Hawking
Sarah and Nathan Haydel
Kristin and William Hays '87
Melissa Hemmans-Henderson and Ron Henderson
Meghan and Ross Henry
Laura and Curtis Heroman '01
Sarah and Robert Heroman '00
Cindy Herring *
Robert Hines '99
Karen Holden
Kathy Dry '85 and Chris Holliday
Liz and Ivin Hood *
Whitney and Jonathan Hoover
Karen and Marty Horn
Ru Gao and Gang Hu
Lauren Hudson
Linsey and Thomas Hurst
Wylene Hurst *
Deana and Chad Hurt
Century Cub
Betty Bollinger ’59 and George Huxel
Marie and Jimmy Hymel*
Lee and Brad Jackson
Aimee Welch and Nakisha James
Alisha and Jason Jarreau
Megan and Steven Jenny ’00
Bonita Johnson
LaNelle Johnson*
Rebecca and Jordan Jopling
Shelton and Ted Jones ’89
Brock Kantrow
Jill and Jim Kelly, Jr.
Kelly and William Kelly
Julie and Lynn Kennedy
Sarah and Isaac Khalid
Leslie and Barry Kilpatrick ’80
Nancy Lloyd ’06 and David Kilpatrick ’06
Gwendolyn and Gerald Knapp
Therese Knowles
Alicia and Michael Kober
Faith and Raymond Kobetz
Anantha Lakkakula and Venkateswara Kommalapati
Anna and Joseph Kronick
Marta Fechete and Thomas Kutter
Donna and Larry Lamargue
Donna and Kyle Landrem
Juliane and Brandon LaTour
June and George LaTour *
Jessica and William Lawrence
Ashley and James Leach
Angie and Ed Ledo
Tish and Kyle Ledoux
Sandra and Robert Ledoux *
Nancy and Brian Lee
Kyung and Hwang Lee
Ashley and Mark Lee
Terry Leon
Cory and Harwood Leonard
Kappy and Victor Leotta
Charlotte Levy ’48
Kristy Qu and Song Lin
Wendi Little
Mickie Long
Sheralyn and Richard Long
Sue Loubiere*
Crystal and Nicholas Loup
Shannon and Rory Loupe
Kathryn and Dustin Loveless
Sheri and Stephen Loy ’89
Xiaofen Huang and Fengyuan Lu
Yao Zeng and Yixin Luo
Irene and Tom Lutkewitte
Dana Lux
Amanda and Drew Maciasz
Elizabeth and Brian Mackey
Michele and Troy Macloud
Chad Mahaffey
Beth and Mark Mahaffey
Isabel Mancilla-Ortega
Marolon Gardiner ’74 and Barry Mangham
Amy Martin
Melissa and Andrew Martin
Mary and David Martin Sr. ’68
Andrew Matens
Donna and Christopher Matthews
Spencer Maxcy ’98
Bobbie and Frank May
Meg and John May ’92
Amanda McAllister
Allison McBride ’14
Tarilyn and Charles McBride
Valerie and Owen McConnell
Anne and Ryan McConnell ’01
Autumn and Trey McCowan
Shelly McDonald
Rachel and Josh McEnany
Loren McIntyre
Barbara and Bob McKeithen*
Elaina and Alan McMurry ’87
Pablo Mejia
Christina and Jamar Melton
Jodi and Tommy Messina
Sybil and Richard Miles
Connor Miller ’11
Susan Killgore ’65 and Jack Miller ’64
Deanna and Don Mills *
Ambior Sidney and Colin Mitchell
Brianne Callihan and Todd Mixon
Gloria and Alvaro Guillermo Moncada
Century Cub
Roz and David Moore
Joseph Moore
Stacey and Tom Moore
Julia George and Tommy Moore
Dianne and Paul Moran
Paisley and Justin Morgan
Maryam Diaab and Damon Morton
Stacy and Ben Moss ’93
Shelly and Matt Mullenix
Kitty and Glenn Murphy *
Angela Murray
Catherine Smith ’96 and William Myrick ’96
Sri Krupa and Rajesh Narayanan
Stacy and Gerald Nichols
Anne and Chad Ogea
Sarah and August Ohmstede
Maureen and John Olinde
Jenna and Jeffrey Ortega
Brittany and Seth Pace
Kelly and Joey Papania
Debra and Bruce Parker
Sarah Broome ’02 and Sie Parker
Lori and Clyne Peak
Joy and Dave Pennington
Dora and Sean Pharis ’90
Amy and Robert Poe
Maria and Brett Poirrier
Suzanne Ponder *
Vasil Popov *
Marie and Vosco Popov *
Leslie McKenzie ’86 and Lance Porter
Cassandra and James Price *
Anna Priddy
Aixin Hou and Benjamin Qi
Jennifer and Erik Rathcke
Kyra and Robert Reed
Casey and Heath Remedies
Brandli Roberts
Stacy and Dustin Roberts
Anne and Eric Roberts
Maureen and David Robertson
Bridget and Justin Robicheaux
Candence and Lawrence Robillard
Leigh Arnette Robinson
Kristy Hoffman and David Rodrigue
Courtney and Jeffrey Roedel
Stephanie and Elizabeth Rojas
Willa and Marvin Roof
Nicolette Ross
Amy Joiner ’94 and Matt Rouse
Brooke Royal
Brooke and Ken Rust
Miriam Ruzicka
Cathy Samuel
Maxim and Henky Saputra
Josephine and David Sathiaraj
Mary and Carl Scherer
Kathleen and Paul Schneider
Taylor Schneider ’07
Nila and George Schwab
Donna and John Schwab *
Kirsten and Christopher Schwehm
Hilary and Hamilton Shaw
Elizabeth Shoenberger
Paula and John Shortess
Melanie and Skip Shows
Brian Simpson
Kem and Ken Singletary
Robert Singletary *
Dawn and Brett Skiles
Kim and Gerrard Small
Maria Vicente and Kevin Smith
Laura and Mark Smith
Holly and Stephen Smith
Jennifer and Gary Snellgrove
Trudy Solomon *
Jennifer and Ryan Sones
Karen and Chris Spencer
Katy and Bill Stark
Mary and Graham Stewart *
Jo Anna Stewart
Jennifer and Micah Stewart
Shelby Stewart
Virginia and Simon Stocker
Megan and Stephen Stone
Judy and Jerry Stovall *
Louise Stowell
Marla and Andy Stroup
Martha Stuckey ’87
Whitney and Mark Sutherland
Rebecca Svensson
Century Cub
Sara and Michael Sylvest
Linda Talbot*
Nancy VonBrock ’72 and John Tarlton
Danielle and Andrew Taylor
Paige and Sean Teague
Lacie and Jordy Templet
Catherine Nachman ’97 and Samuel Thigpen
Beverly and John Thomas
Stephanie and Scott Thompson*
Sandy and Tommy Thompson*
Jessica and Bo Thornhill
Morgan and Jeff Tomlinson
Monica and Alkis Tsolakis
Lauren Lamonte ’06 and Thomas Tyler
Anne Petrie ’94 and Clay Underwood Jr.
Latasha Valenzuela-Hernandez
Flora VanCara ’58
Amy and Matt Vann
Lori and Jack Vaughn
Marianna Vyridi and Georgios Veronis
Catherine and Chavis Verrett
Deana and Larry Vicari
Tara Victorin
Brandi and Daniel Vlosky
Edith and Kendrick Walker
Mark Walker ’72
Mari and Shawn Walker
Shannon and Scott Walsh
Cathy Walvoord*
Susan Hays ’88 and Kyle Ward
Kate and Bobby Watts*
Ashley Weir
Jane Ann and Jasper Welch Jr. ’48
Annette and James West
Bridget and Scott Wharton ’87
Joyce and Jason Whitfield
Chris Whittington
Melonee Wicker
Emily and John Wilbert Jr.*
Mia Williams
Molly and Wayne Williams
Jayla and Derek Wilson
Susan and Jim Wilson
Kelly Wolshon
Shelly and Jeremiah Worthington
Aileen Fang and Zhong Wu
Melody and Andy Yarborough
Kathleen and Rodney Zeringue*
Paige and Adam Zittrauer

* Indicates Grandparent
Alumni are recognized with graduation year.
Endeavor donors are in bold.

Our apologies...Is your name missing? Every effort has been made to publish the most accurate donor information possible. Although we pride ourselves on our accuracy and reliability, errors or omissions sometimes occur. In the event of an error or omission, contact the Development Office at brust@lsu.edu or (225) 578-3148 and corrections will be made immediately. Thank you.